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Abstract 

The concept of the suggested paper deals with the history of laptops computers formation. The analysis of 

the paper is concerned with nominative blocs to be the earliest concepts of a laptop computer tablet PC. The study 

of the specialized vocabulary demanded various techniques to be used while examining it: the lexical, composi-

tional, statistical, and comparison approaches. Several protocols are composed during the investigation, the stand-

ard representation, the statistical availability of specialized many component word combinations, and the realiza-

tion of the analyzed vocabulary peculiarities. The analysis procedure proves the goal of the studies to be repre-

sented like much promising characteristics to restore the history picture of the vocabulary developing. The 

hypothesis suggested deals with the remarkable evolution of its most frequently used elements. The scientific 

novelty is dictated by the notion of new trends to design laptops followed by new specialized blocs coming into 

the studied vocabulary. The theory and significance of the suggested paper is based on the fundamental ideas to 

organize a modernized revolutionary vocabulary. The procedure consists of the detailed analyses of the vocabulary 

blocs to correspond to 1971 each new laptops evolution stage. 

 

Keywords: laptops computers, many compound specialized vocabulary units, vocabulary blocs, developed 

construes. 

 

Procedure 

The paper deals with the earliest concepts of a lap-

top computer tablet PC first occurred at Xerox Palo alto 

research center and known as Dynabook in 1971. It was 

concerned with a portable interactive personal com-

puter to be accessed as a book. This Dynabook was to 

be linked to a network and to be functioned as a me-

dium for people to communicate important things to 

create an enriching environment for learning. The spe-

cialized vocabulary displayed by the very Dynabook is 

rather remarkable. The analyses conducted showed the 

vocabulary by nominative blocs as ‘the earliest con-

cepts of a laptop computer tablet PC”, a portable inter-

active personal computer, the dynabook to be linked to 

a network, a computer to be functioned as a medium, 

people to communicate important things, a tool to be 

used in creating an enriching environment for learning, 

the technologies developed to be influential on com-

puter design in general, the first laptops to be inspired 

by the Xerox. These lexical blocs are very informative 

to disclose the history of laptops developing. By these 

remarkable blocs the history of the vocabulary for-

mation can be learned. The value of such blocs can’t be 

overvalued. The blocs can be considered like historical 

laptop evaluation stages to study and follow. Such de-

tails like mentioned years do prove the lap top evolu-

tion process, starting for example in 1971. As for the 

bloc as ‘The book & the computer online symposium’ 

it is very informative because the innovations to con-

cern lap tops progress were interviewed at the high-

lighted on-line symposium. The use of concrete lap 

tops characteristics are very numerous, for example, the 

first portable computer (in 1980), the size of a small 

suitcase sewing machine, to fit under an airplane seat 

for business professionals, the first commercially avail-

able portable computer, to be able to survive being 

moved around a lot, to be folded to fit under an airplane 

seat, a small screen, less susceptable to damage, run-

ning on a 280 microprocessor, two 2.25 inch floppy 

drives, small 52 character display, several popular ap-

plications, without the optimal battery pack etc. Using 

ready-made blocs the process to study lap tops design-

ing and their arrival can be continued: ‘the first known 

lap top with a clamshell (1983), the grid compass 1101, 

designing in 1979 by bill Moggride, released in 1982, 

revolutionary clamshell design; the innovative design, 

a laptop computer design influence, running from bat-

teries 320x200 pixel the grid compass plasma display, 

384 kb bubble memory, innovative design and features, 

$10,000 cost, limited to specialized applications, this 

non-IBM compatible, computer, heavily used by U.S. 

military laptop, used in spaced shuttles (1980). 

There is one more bloc of characteristics of lap-

tops to be quite necessary to restore the history picture 

of their developing: designed by Gavilan computer cor-

poration (a laptop), the smallest & lightest hatter pow-

ered MS DOS(1 floppy drive, 400x64 pixel LCD 

screen, an internal modem and a touch pad mouse, in-

stalled on a panel above the keyboard etc. 

Such blocs as a “clamshell design” innovated by 

GRId corporation added some new information to the 

laptop evolution history. As for Olivetti M-10 and 

NEC-8201 it is known as the biggest setting laptop at 

that time. The nominative construe and participles 2 

construes realize the necessary and active information; 

the data available are very meaningful to restore the re-

markable history of laptops evolution. The blocs like 
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the mobile computer operated on AA batteries were 

supplied with Microsoft programs. 

Such a very important information also comes 

from the following professional blocs like not a clam-

shell computer, a 8x40 character LCD screen located 

above a key board, 8kh of RAM, and the internal mo-

dem, a best sellar among journalists due to the portabil-

ity, the good sellar battery life, the ease of replacement 

and $300 price. The availability of nominative special-

ized reliability blocs participles 2 construes, negative 

nominative many component words combinations are 

the promising characteristics of this specialized vocab-

ulary. The information referred to 1987 is very specific; 

the induced information contains many details to con-

cern Toshiba T1000 and T 1200, IBM computer ma-

chines; and the given year (1987) indicates exactly the 

day of the machines released. The characteristic param-

eters of these machines are very striking: “small and 

light enough” to be carried in one’s backpack, the com-

puters operating system; stored in ROM via floppy 

disks; to run off of lead acid batteries; the computers 

introduced; now standard “resume” feature implemen-

tation; not to require a restart each time; DOS based 

machines. 

The above specialized usage and display blocs of 

various construes to be the prevailing nominative many 

compounds word combinations (to be represented like 

right attributes infinitives) and infinitives construes. 

Such blocs peculiarities are the peculiarities of the spe-

cialized laptop evolutionary history vocabulary. The 

popularities of laptops come up to 1980’s. The diction-

ary details to concern the phenomenon of 1980’s are the 

following: the net ultralite (released in 1989); the first 

note-book computer; a 2 MB RAM drive; it (a note-

book computer) was compact; the Compag LTE series 

computers, standard hard drives and resolution screens. 

So the nominative many components word combina-

tions are widely used as well as Participles. Many com-

ponent word combinations seem to be very effective 

and the most frequently used elements of the analyzed 

vocabulary. The number of the elements involved in 

any nominative word combinations is directly propor-

tional to the coming information – the more elements 

are available, the more exact information is coming fol-

lowed by the details to characterize the laptop evolution 

vocabulary. 

The specialized bloc “released in 1989” gives the 

information to concern the Mac Portable, and it was 

Apple’s first portable Macintosh computer to have been 

implemented and realized through such specialized 

blocs as a fast and powerful…, a 68 000 processor run-

ning at 16 MHz; 1 MBRAM expandable to 9 MBRAM; 

1.44 MB floppy disk drive; an optimal internal modem; 

included a processor Direct Slot for direct access to the 

system processor; more powerful expansion cards. The 

above characteristics are very optimistic for 1989. The 

laptop history vocabulary includes many component 

word combinations like an active matrix screen, the 

blurry effect; earlier laptop displays; internal lead acid 

gel’s cell batteries (similar to batteries in cars); 6-12 

hours of running; added 2 pounds to the overall weight 

of the machine; reduced portability etc. Infinitives (to 

do smth for doing smth) - to be able to spin down to 

sleep to conserve energy; to be (not) successful due 

to…; limited ability. “Another stage of laptops evolu-

tion was introduced in 1991 by apple computer. So the 

1991 Power – book series joined the laptop dictionary 

by such louder announcements expressed by nomina-

tive specialized word-combinations as significant im-

provements; the first mobile computer; many innova-

tive designs; a future laptop design; ergonomic im-

provements; placing the keyboard at the back; 256 

color displays; a true networking touchpad; first build 

in Ethernet port. Participles 2 are used as participle con-

structions to show something already occurred, or hap-

pened: for example, encluded ergonomic improve-

ments, and as for comparing something in favor of 

something; it’s also very impressive like “compared to 

additional desk top computers”. Really, the 1990’s wit-

nessed much to be implemented in the laptop special-

ized dictionary: nominative many component word 

combinations are the most bright and exact to depict the 

new laptop technologies of the type “lighter and more 

efficient batteries: the Intel 3865x processor; active ma-

trix display technology; color screens; suitable substi-

tutes; traditional CRT monitor’s; blurry movement”. 

Participles 2 are widely used to concretize some ac-

tions: replaced “heavy lead acid batteries”, designed 

specifically for laptops power needs; saved power, en-

abled fast processing vocabulary fragments power. The 

above active blocs are the active fragments of the his-

tory laptop vocabulary. Such vocabulary fragments can 

help restoring the history of the laptop construing and 

developing. Using vocabulary fragments the science 

historical picture of the first laptops can successfully 

come true. 

The characteristic data are also realized by many 

component word combinations like thin high capacity: 

hard disk drives; high reliability; greater availability; 

low power consumption etc. The above parameters say 

for themselves to give the exact and full characteristics 

of 1990s laptops. Such infinitives as, for example, to 

store and to enable improve the details of the analyzed 

product, and they are the active specialized fragments 

to concern the studying laptop vocabulary composition. 

The division of the laptop specialized vocabulary deal-

ing with laptops size and weight occupies its sufficient 

volume, f.ex., the visual history of laptops vocabulary 

shows the significant decrease of these two characteris-

tics in time; nominative many word combinations ac-

companied by prepositions or without any: the size and 

weight of laptops, the visual history of laptops, the early 

laptops, large and bulky not really mobile, the size of 

large brief cases, designed to be stored away under air-

plane seats for travel, designed like a calculator to be 

very portable; Kyocera Kyotronic 85 laptop; a similar 

design to a calculator; to be very popular among pro-

fessionals; its compact size and light weight; contrib-

uted greatly to its mobility, the Grid laptop, the clam-

shell design; to be more portable and lighter; the suit-

case-s-zed computers, compact machines. The verbs to 

create (it allowed to create something, to evolve from 

something (to evolve from, to fit in (designers, to fit in 

one’s suitcase or back up with minor or little inconven-

iences to the user) are very much productive to refer to 

size and weight vocabulary division. So in short, there 
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is available information in the laptop specialized vo-

cabulary to demonstrate the earliest laptops to have 

weighed 20 pounds and up to the compact machines. 

The availability of the trend to design lighter and 

smaller laptops brings a new bloc of specialized con-

strues. First go nominative many component word 

combinations of the following type: lighter and smaller 

designs; a minimum size; being too small; ultra light 

laptops; people’s different needs; people’s specific 

computer needs; size and weight desires etc; laptop us-

ers; an ultra thin and light weight accessories; the bare 

essentials long battery life; low end processors; a build 

in optical drive etc. So such types blocs are very numer-

ous and frequent ones. And now there are some exam-

ples of infinitive construes (right attributes): to 

strengthen emotionally the newly developed laptops to 

highlight limitations, and constraints to concern a min-

imum screen size etc: a need to significantly reduce fea-

tures; laptops to cater to people’s specific computer 

needs; laptops of large brief cases to be carried as; de-

signers to create lighter and smaller laptops; users to 

easily purchase such a laptop etc. 

The specialized vocabulary interpretes the infor-

mation to deal with the new trends to design laptops. It 

contains all the limitations as light weight demands re-

ducing some characteristics. These blocs are concerned 

with the following notions expressed by such a set of 

lexemes: to design lighter and smaller laptops; to pre-

vent laptops from being too small; to create a need to 

reduce features; to eliminate features with ultra light 

laptops, to create laptops to cater size and weight de-

sires: to desire a desktop replacement laptops; to easily 

purchase a laptop; to tend to be bigger and heavier than 

average laptops; to tend to have the bare essentials; to 

have (not) a built-in optical drive; to have an even com-

promise between size, weight and computing power. 

The above bloc of lexical construes contains developed 

infinitives; these lexical combinations construes are 

very bright and remarkable. The analyzed laptop vo-

cabulary pays attention to wireless like a type of com-

munication to transfer date between devices, physical 

wires cables cads, etc. Wireless specialized lexemes 

bloc is represented by units and the nominative con-

strues, and word combinations with prepositions: radio 

frequencies, infrared waves, mobile computing; the 

most commonly used standards of wireless; an abler for 

mobility; standard committees; a set of wireless stand-

ards; different enhancement; each new later alphabet 

letter standards; maximum raw data rates; the type of 

wireless. There is a set of different specialized words 

composition- there are plenty construes used to high-

light the wireless division; the division to be commonly 

perceived today. All wireless division terms are devel-

oped by different working groups of standard commit-

tees. Wireless vocabulary uses widely such infinitives 

as to develop by; to rich something; to refer to; to trans-

fer something; to transmit something; to upgrade with, 

etc. 

Blue tooth like the standard induces a new bloc of 

the specialized vocabulary; first come the nominative 

many component word combinations with/without 

prepositions: a low cost short range radio frequency; 

blue tooth transceiver microchip; low power consump-

tion; the power class, computer peripherals: (mice, 

printers etc); mobile phones, mobile phone headsets; 

the appropriate range; other Bluetooth enabled devices; 

specific vicinity; the wireless broad hand connection 

etc. The blue tooth vocabulary bloc actively uses the 

following infinitive groups: to connect & exchange in-

formation; to enable a device to design primarily for 

consumption; to depend on the power class; to wire-

lessly connect something. The developed Infinitive 

groups are represented by the following: to come into 

contact with each other (devices); to begin to communi-

cate (2 Infinitives), to send out a query to check for (2 

Infinitives), to connect all the devices. Bluetooth & Wi-

Fi are interplated although the distinction between the 

first & the second is quite evident, and the specialized 

vocabulary referred to these two phenomena is differed. 

Wireless conductivity has also the interpretation in 

the specialized top lap vocabulary. Wireless connectiv-

ity organized its own cluster, it’s cluster is usually 

available at coffee shops (in Stanford) for ex., the wire-

less specialized vocabulary bloc: wireless networks, a 

large majority computers’ user’s, coffee shops, free 

wireless connectivity, most major cities, the wireless 

broadband, academic campuses, major Universities, 

widely available wireless connectivity. Wireless con-

nectivity vocabulary uses such verbs like to sprout, to 

cluster, to offer, to pay, to include, to provide etc. That 

is the specialized vocabulary of the beginnings (of 

wireless connectivity). It is referred to the growing 

wireless community. First come nominative many 

component word combinations: many major cities, 

wireless networks; the Bay Area Wireless User group 

(BAWLIG); vocabulary open Wi-Fi networks, techno-

logical Tycoons; corporate offices; campuses, hotels, 

convention centers, airports, shopping centers, various 

public community development groups, stronger com-

munities, a perfect place, nice days, many other public 

contexts, academic campuses, this same type commu-

nity, mobility enabler, wireless enable laptops; a 

broader range of areas. It’s really a huge specialized 

word combinations stratum because it solves many 

problems off immediately without occupying huge 

space, for ex, voluntary “butchy lists”. There is a wide 

choice of Infinitives used: to be (common place), to be 

encouraged , to publish (a map of…), to take place (all 

over…), to say (publicly…), to spend (time), to include 

(corporate offices), to look around, to see (one can see); 

to be logged; to use (wireless as a tool), to achieve 

(more), to apply (to many contexts), to look at (aca-

demic campuses), to take place, to take (their wireless), 

to enjoy (the sun), to continue (to study), to be compu-

ting at, to drive community formation, to form (stronger 

communities), to take place, to bring (their laptops), to 

bring (them to class, the library, the bookstore, and 

even their beds etc, to design (laptop specialized 

“buddy lists”), to allow (individuals), to see, to achieve 

(adverbial modifiers chosen) by the laptop specialized 

vocabulary are quite exact and informative, verifying 

concretly the details: in many major cities, in the area, 

all over the United states, in many other parts of the 

world, in most places, on nice days at the park, laptops 

outside, at academic campuses, everywhere etc. 
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The above ”Knowing Wireless Connecting” spe-

cialized vocabulary bloc represents a mix of purely spe-

cialized lexemes from one side & purely common reg-

ister lexemes to refer from the other. Sure, adverbial 

modifiers give mix over the origin of the words used by 

them. But the fact is that ”the Growing Wireless Com-

munity” uses very many common lexemes to be inter-

pleted with specialized ones, and the last give a huge 

influence upon the common ones to have gone the pro-

cess of specialization. This process hasn’t been inter-

rupted. Wireless technique is so close to the modern 

life, it joined the ordinary life of people so naturally, 

that it’s difficult to say what register lexemes are used 

whether they belong to the common, or specialized reg-

ister. 

The block of lexemes to refer to unwiring the 

World is represented by the stratum the wiring the 

world with telegraph, power, broadband. This stratum 

caused disruption and adaptation within sociological 

contexts. The very bloc deals with everything available 

because wireless becomes available everywhere. The 

stratum is concerned with all social activities changed 

to answer the problems starting with, where, when 

“What, who and how“ questions The unwiring problem 

is changing rapidly in foreseeable, and unforseeable, 

and this evolution migrating into many sociological as-

pects influences its vocabulary bloc. The division bat-

tery is a very important fragment of the laptop vocabu-

lary but not overchanged with lexical units: battery life, 

major constraint, mobility of laptops, to plug in, to arise 

to attend a full day of classes (to concern students); to 

work on the laptop, an overseas flight, mobile comput-

ers, to evolve, to become more advanced, the level of 

mobility, no battery power, to be developed, an outlet 

to operate, to unplug laptops, to move to another loca-

tion, to plug laptops back in. The last division of the 

laptop specialized vocabulary is concerned with current 

batteries not to be provided with a very advanced tech-

nology: the most frequent vocabulary units widespread: 

lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries, standard systems, today’s 

laptops, to be fully charged, 9% capacity, stable tech-

nology, technology drawbacks to lose 20% each year of 

a shelf-lite, to keep a high level performance, full bat-

tery charge, original capacity, to mean, the battery ca-

pacity, to be too low to be used, average battery life-

time, a full charge, extreme laptops, an extended bat-

tery, to run up to 7-8 hours, to pay for in performance 

etc. The battery improving demands are concerned 

with: an extra bloc of lexemes for the laptop vocabu-

lary; to focus on improving, the battery system, the ef-

ficiency of the laptop, to improve the power, the power 

consumption efficiency, the processor, to consume half 

the life of the battery, a major focus, chip producing 

companies, the last couple years. The next generation 

laptop battery system vocabulary displays the follow-

ing units: full-cell batteries to allow laptop computers 

to operate for, consecutive hours, a common lithium-

ion battery, fuel cell batteries, to use recharging batter-

ies today, to refill with a fuel, hydrogen gas, liquid 

methanol, to come into use, a whole new set of battery 

issues, the concept of powering and discharging elec-

tronic device, electricity from electrical outlets etc the 

fact is companies are really turning to the fuel-cell, and 

this vocabulary fragment says about the next generation 

laptop battery system. 

 

Conclusions 

The analysis of the laptop history vocabulary has 

demonstrated the specialized vocabulary units such as 

subdivisions like the history of laptops, size and weight, 

wireless: an enabler for mobility, the beginning of wire-

less connectivity, the growing wireless community; for 

unwiring the world, the battery, the history and current 

– these blocs of the vocabulary are not so representative 

as the previous ones. Upon the whole the vocabulary 

illustrates the main construe nominative many compo-

nent word combinations with/without prepositions. De-

veloped infinitive groups are widely used as well as 

doubled infinitives when the second and the third infin-

itives of further information to concern the history are 

rather frequent. Undoubtedly nominative many compo-

nents word combinations are prevailing to give the 

most information to concern the history and the evolu-

tion of laptops followed by all the details to give the full 

picture of this phenomenon. Such a sufficient infor-

mation is embedded in one line nominative construe. It 

is a very hopeful, and reliable construe. The paper 

demonstrates a wide choice of authentic examples to be 

a reliable proof. The specific vocabulary gives a full 

picture of the analyzed vocabulary and its further evo-

lution upon the progress of the electronic development 

followed by all the necessary details to further laptops 

progressing. 
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